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Latin America's trade and growth patterns…

En torno al G-20

Jaime Ros

Presentación

A raíz de la crisis financiera internacional desatada por la quiebra del banco Lehman Brothers en septiembre de 2008, el Grupo
de los Veinte adquirió una mayor relevancia. Originalmente pensado como un espacio donde los ministros de finanzas de las
veinte economías más importantes del mundo podrían coordinar sus acciones ante una crisis internacional, a partir de 2008 el
G20 se constituyó como un foro de discusión de temáticas más amplias a las meramente económicas.
La expansión de la agenda del G20 implicó la integración de nuevos grupos sociales a la discusión internacional, dando origen a
eventos paralelos a las reuniones ministeriales. Entre ellos destacan las Cumbres Juveniles del G-20 (G20 Youth Summits). Este
foro implica la integración de un grupo que había permanecido fuera de dichas discusiones internacionales: los jóvenes. Ellos son
quienes mayor interés tienen en formular propuestas de solución alternativas a los problemas internacionales (económicos y
sociales) pues son quienes más tiempo vivirán en los escenarios resultantes de las opciones de política implementadas. Pero para
formular estas propuestas se requiere de un conocimiento profundo sobre dichos problemas.
Así, en octubre de 2011 Global Eco, con el apoyo del Seminario de Credibilidad Macroeconómica, organizó en la Facultad de
Economía de la UNAM, una serie de conferencias sobre algunos de los distintos tópicos que se abordaron en la Cumbre Juvenil
de 2011. En las siguientes páginas se encuentra la primera de dos entregas (J. Ros y A. Gazol) de los documentos presentados en
dichas conferencias, así como los posicionamientos tomados por el Representante Juvenil del Ministerio de Finanzas Mexicano en
la Cumbre Juvenil de 2011.
Hugo Contreras Sosa y Luis Ángel Monroy Gómez Franco

Latin America's trade and growth patterns,
the China factor, and Prebisch's nightmare+
Jaime Ros1
Over the past ten years, a gigantic and extremely dynamic economy, China, has emerged as a new industrial center of
the world economy. This emergence has been accompanied by a resumption of growth in the periphery of the world
economy specializing in the production and export of primary goods, especially the South American exporters of
agricultural and mineral raw materials. Figure 1 shows China’s rapidly rising share in the total exports of the main
South American exporters of primary goods suggesting an important role for China’s growth in the expansion of South
America’s exports.
This process of rapidly expanding trade has witnessed a medium term improvement in the terms of trade and the rate of
GDP growth of the primary goods exporters. Table 1 shows the 2008 terms of trade and the rates of growth of exports
and GDP for the period 2000-2008 for a group of five South American economies, exporters of primary goods and
natural resource intensive manufactures, and for Mexico, an exporter of manufactures. Peru, a mineral exporter, leads
the table with an astonishing 21% annual growth in export value and a GDP growth rate of nearly 6%. The rest of the
South American economies show also high export growth and respectable GDP growth rates. Meanwhile, Mexico, the
only manufacturing exporter in the table, records the lowest rates of export and GDP growth (as well as the slightest
improvement in the terms of trade, an improvement which is due to Mexico´s oil exports, around 15% of total exports).



Alemania, Australia, Arabia Saudita, Argentina, Brasil, Canadá, China, Corea del Sur, Estados Unidos, Francia, India,
Indonesia, Italia, Japón, México, Reino Unido, Rusia, Sudáfrica, Turquía y la Unión Europea.
+
Esta versión fue presentada en mayo de 2011. Una versión más extensa de este trabajo se encuentra publicada en Ros, Jaime
(2012)/ "Latin America's trade and growth patterns, the China factor and Prebisch's nightmare", Journal of Globalization and
Development vol. 3 núm. 2.
1
I am grateful to Joaquín Cervantes for excellent research assistance.
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Table 1. Terms of trade, exports and GDP growth in several Latin American countries
Index 2000=100
Annual growth rates, 2000-2008
Country
Exports
Terms of Trade 2008
GDP
Volume
Value
Peru
136.7
8.4
20.7
5.9
Colombia
138.1
5.7
14.4
4.3
Chile
164.7
5.5
16.8
4.2
Argentina
133.2
5.8
13.1
4.2
Brazil
110.4
8.4
17.3
3.6
Mexico
105.8
3.0
7.2
2.4
Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators

It’s Prebisch-Singer upside down! This paper is motivated by the paradoxical growth performances within Latin
America in which the Southern exporters of primary goods have been outperforming the exporters of manufactures of
Northern Latin America2. It presents a Center-Periphery model in which the manufacturing exporter Center is China
and the primary goods exporting Periphery is South America. Contrary to what Prebisch (1950) and Singer (1950)
observed and expected, in this model, under certain initial conditions, the terms of trade move in favor of the Periphery.
The reason for this terms of trade improvement is the initially very large gap, in favor of the Center, in the rates of
accumulation and growth between the two regions, a gap that more than compensates the fact that the income elasticity
of demand for the manufactures exported by the Center is well above the income elasticity of demand for the primary
goods exported by the Periphery. According to the model, the terms of trade improvement can be seen as temporary
phenomenon derived from the initially very large gap in the rates of capital accumulation. As the resumption of growth
proceeds in the periphery and the gap in rates of capital accumulation narrows, the terms of trade will tend towards a
long run stationary equilibrium. This long run equilibrium, however, continues to feature a persistent gap, in favor of
the Center, between the rates of accumulation and growth of the two regions.
The argument relies on two main premises. First, investment rates are much higher in China than in South America and
as a result there is a large gap in growth rates. Figures 2 and 3 show the evidence for the period 2000-2008. Second, the
income elasticity of demand for the goods that China exports is much higher than that for the goods that South America
exports. A large difference in income elasticities of demand is what table 2 suggests (although by no means
conclusively) by showing that the South American countries’ exports growth rates as a ratio of China’s overall imports
growth rate are all lower than unity and well below the ratios of China’s exports growth rate to the imports growth rates
of the South American countries (all of which are much higher than unity).
Figure 2. Average gross fixed capital formation (% of GDP), 2000-2008
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2

The theme of the two different patterns of trade integration in Northern and Southern Latin America has been a research theme at
the UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean and elsewhere for quite some time (see, among others,
Stallings and Weller, 2001; Ocampo, 2004; Ros, 2006). The differences in growth performances between the two patterns did not
become apparent, however, until the past decade (for a recent analysis of these differences, see Izquierdo and Talvi, 2011).
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Figure 3. Annual GDP growth rates, 2000-2008
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Table 2. Ratio of country i export volume growth rate to China’s import volume growth rate (second column) and ratio
of China’s export volume growth rate to country i import volume growth rate (third column)
Brazil
Peru
Argentina
Chile
Colombia

0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2

5.0
3.0
5.2
2.8
2.7

Source: World Bank, World Dev elopment Indicators

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes the main assumptions of the model. Section 2 shows how the
terms of trade are determined in the short run and depend on the given capital stocks as well as on the income and price
elasticities of demand for the goods produced by the North and the South. Section 3 focuses on the long run dynamics
of the terms of trade and capital accumulation and illustrates Prebisch argument according to which as demand for the
Northern good tends to grow at a faster rate than demand for the Southern good, because the income elasticity of
demand for the Northern good is higher than that of the Southern good, the terms of trade decline for the South, and
this decline reduces its capacity of accumulation. Section 4 shows how the same model which reproduces Prebisch
argument can generate the opposite result under certain circumstances: when the initial gap between the high rate of
accumulation in the North and the low rate of accumulation in the South more than compensates for the differences in
income elasticities of demand for manufactures and primary goods, the terms of trade tend to improve over time for the
South. This improvement in the terms of trade raises the rate of capital accumulation in the South and thus narrows the
gap between the growth rates of the two regions. Eventually, the terms of trade reach a new long run equilibrium and,
at this point, the North continues to grow faster than the South.
1. A new center-periphery model with a Lewis North
Amitava Dutt and Lance Taylor, in various contributions, present models of North-South trade and growth with a
Keynesian North, in which excess capacity prevails and demand constrains output and investment, and a Lewis-type
South, in which output is constrained by the available capital stock and unlimited labor at constant real wages exists
(see, in particular, Taylor, 1981 and 1983, and Dutt, 1990 and 2003). The model presented here draws on Dutt (2003)
model in which, in long run equilibrium, the terms of trade between North and South reach a stationary value and
unequal development prevails in the sense that there is a persistent gap between the rates of capital accumulation and
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income growth in the two regions. Here, however, I assume a Lewis type economy not only for the Periphery (or
South) that specializes in income inelastic primary goods but also for the Center (or North) specializing in income
elastic manufactures (China).
Both regions have thus a Lewis type economy with a fixed coefficients production function, output limited by the
capital stock, and unemployment of labor. Firms produce at full capacity in competitive conditions and the price of the
good produced is flexible:
(1)

YN = KN/aN

(2)

YS = KS/aS

where Y is output, K is the capital stock and a is the fixed capital input per unit of output. YN and YS are measured in
units of the Northern and Southern good respectively while KN and KS are both measured in units of the Northern good,
the only one that can be used as a capital good in addition to being consumed.
In the North, the share of wages in total output is fixed3:
(3)

WN bN/ PN = 1 - N

where W and P refer to nominal wage and price, b is a fixed labor input per unit of output and N is the fixed share of
profits in total Northern output.
In the South, workers receive a fixed real wage (wS, in terms of the good produced in the South, the only good they
consume):
(4)
WS/PS = wS
Southern capitalists’ share in total output is thus: S = (1 – bS wS), where b is a fixed labor input per unit of output.
In the North, workers consume all their income and capitalists consume a fraction (1 – sN) of their profits. Both
capitalists and workers spend a fraction of their consumption expenditure in the Southern good and the rest in the
Northern good. This fraction varies with income and the relative price of the Southern good:
(5)





eN-1
N

P1-uN

P = PS/PN

where eN < 1, implying that the Southern good is income inelastic.
In the South, workers spend all their income in the Southern good, while capitalists spend a fraction of their
consumption expenditure on the Northern good and the rest on the Southern good. This fraction  is determined as:




 = o (SYS)eS-1 PuS -1

where eS > 1, implying that the Northern good is income elastic.
In both regions, firms invest all of their saving (the propensities to save out of profits, s N and sS, being fixed):

3

Similar results obtain if the real wage (rather than the wage share) is fixed and workers in the North consume only the Northern
good. If Northern workers consume the two goods and the real consumption wage is assumed to be fixed, then a long run
equilibrium may not exist if the Southern good is income inelastic and the Northern good is income elastic. With similar income
elasticities for the two goods, a long run equilibrium with unequal development exists, as depicted in figure 4 below. The only
difference with the analysis presented there is that the gN and eN gN curves will be downward sloping, as higher terms of trade for
the South will reduce the profit share in the North (for a given real consumption wage in the North).
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(7)

SN = sN N KN /aN

(8)

SS = sS S KS /aS

The previous assumptions imply that the value of Southern exports is given by:
(9)

PSXS = (1 - sN N) PNYN

and the value of Northern exports is determined as:
(10)

PNXN = [(1 – sS) S + sS S] PSYS

2. The determination of the terms of trade in the short run
In the short run, capital stocks are given and the goods markets clear through changes in the relative price P (= P S/PN),
i.e., the terms of trade between the two goods. Equilibrium in the goods markets requires4:
(11)

XS = (1/P)XN

Substituting from (5), (6), (9) and (10) into (11), expressing output as a function of the capital stock and solving for P
yields:
(12)
Z1 = o(1-sNN)/aN

P = [(KNeN- Z2KS)/Z3KSeS]1/(uS-1)
Z2 = sSS/aS

Z3 = o (S/aS)eS (1–sS)

where, for simplicity, I have assumed uN = 0. Stability of the short run equilibrium requires then u S > 1. Equation (12) shows
that the terms of trade for the South are an increasing function of the capital stock in the North and the income elasticity of demand
of Northern imports, both of which increase the demand for Southern exports, and a decreasing function of the capital stock in the
South and the income elasticity of demand of Southern imports, both of which increase the demand for Northern exports.

3. Long run equilibrium and unequal development
In the long run, capital stocks grow according to the rates of capital accumulation in the two regions and we assume no
depreciation of the capital stocks. In the North, we have from (7):
(13)

gN = IN/KN = sN N /aN

which shows the rate of accumulation in the North (gN) as an increasing function of its saving rate (sN N) and a
decreasing function of the capital output ratio (aN).
In the South, the rate of accumulation is gS = IS/KS. Since IS is the amount of capital goods imported from the North
and SS, given by equation (8), is the saving of the South in terms of the Southern good, we have PNIS = PSSS, or IS = P
SS. Combining this expression for IS with (8) implies:
4

Goods market equilibrium in South and North implies:
(1’) YS = CSS +XS
(2’) YN = CNN + IN + XN
where CSS is the consumption of the Southern good in the South and CNN is consumption of the Northern good in the North. Since:
YS = CSS + MS (where MS is Southern imports in units of the Southern good, i,.e. M S = XN/P) and YN = CNN + IN + MN (where MN
is Northern imports in units of the Northern good, i.e., M N = P XS), (1’) and (2’) simplify to equation (11) in the text.
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(14)

gS = sSS P / aS

which shows the South´s rate of accumulation as an increasing function of its saving rate (s S S) and a decreasing
function of the capital output ratio (aS). Moreover, the rate of accumulation is an increasing function of the terms of
trade (as a higher P increases the purchasing power of Southern saving over the capital goods produced in the North).
The long run dynamics of growth and the terms of trade are illustrated in figure 4. The horizontal line g N corresponds
to equation (13) and shows gN independent of the terms of trade. The gS line with positive slope corresponds to
equation (14), which makes gS, as we have seen, an increasing function of the terms of trade.
How is the dynamics of the terms of trade related to the rates of accumulation in the two regions? We know from (12)
that P tends to increase with the growth of KN, given eN, and to fall with the growth of KS, given eS. I assume, then, that
the rate of growth of the terms of trade, (dP/dt) 1/P, depends on the gap between eN gN, which determines the growth of
the demand for Southern exports, and eS gS, which determines the growth of the demand for Northern exports:
(15)

(dP/dt) 1/P = F (eN gN – eS gS)

F (0) = 0, F´ > 0

Since we have assumed an income elastic Northern good and an income inelastic Southern good, we have e S > 1 > eN,
so that, in figure 4, the line eS gS is steeper than the line gS and the line eN gN is below the gN line.
Let P* be the long run stationary value of the terms of trade (i.e., the value of P for which e S gS = eN gN), and let P1, the
value of the terms of trade for which gN = gS. To illustrate Prebisch argument, consider an initial short run equilibrium
in which the capital stocks, KN and KS, are such that P = P1 and thus gN = gS. North and South are initially growing at
the same rate. But since the income elasticity of demand for the Northern good is higher than that of the Southern good,
demand for the Northern good is growing at a faster rate (eS gS > eN gN). This leads to a decline in the terms of trade for
the South, which reduces the capacity of accumulation of the South (without affecting that of the North). As g S falls,
the gap between eS gS and eN gN tends to shrink. Eventually, the terms of trade stabilize at P*, when e N gN = eS gS, and
the South grows at a permanently lower rate than the North.
Figure 4. Long run dynamics of accumulation and terms of trade

4. The emergence of a new Center and the acceleration of growth in the Periphery
Consider now a short run equilibrium, with given capital stocks in the two regions and terms of trade below P*. This
may be due to the fact that, starting from an initial long run equilibrium, the gN line shifted upwards thus increasing the
long term equilibrium terms of trade. This upward shift in the gN line may be seen as the result of the emergence of a
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new and very dynamic manufacturing center in the world economy. With terms of trade below P* we have eN gN > eS
gS. This is due to the large gap between the high gN and the low gS, despite that fact that eS is greater than eN. So, over
time, the terms of trade tend to improve for the periphery. This improvement in the terms of trade raises the rate of
capital accumulation in the periphery (gS), thus narrowing the gap between eN gN and eS gS. Eventually, the terms of
trade reach a new long term equilibrium at a higher level. At this point, gN continues to be higher than gS so that the
new long term equilibrium features unequal development.
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